Separation and characterization of oligomeric hindered amine light stabilizers using high-performance liquid chromatography with UV and quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometric detection.
Hindered amine light stabilizers are an important class of stabilizers that protect synthetic polymers from degradation and thus from changing mechanical and optical properties. The current study presents an HPLC method capable of separating oligomeric hindered amine light stabilizers on a commercially available stationary phase, employing an MS-compatible novel mobile phase. Based on the exact masses observed with Q-TOF-MS, a comprehensive characterization of five different types of oligomeric hindered amine light stabilizers was achieved, leading to structural information not included in the datasheets provided by the suppliers. For the different investigated hindered amine light stabilizers, a number of recurring units up to 17 and a molecular weight of 5200 g/mol were detected. Furthermore, the analysis of stabilizer extracts of processed polypropylene samples containing different types of hindered amine light stabilizers revealed significant differences in the oligomeric pattern between standards and polymer samples. Thus, changes in the analytes' oligomeric pattern resulting from processing or aging of polymer materials can be monitored with the presented method.